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ALL ARrrEIMETICAL SETS OF POWERS OF PRIMES 
ARE FIRST-ORDER DEFINABLE IN TERMS 
OF THE SUCCESSOR FUNCTION AND 
THE COPRIMENESS PREDICATE 
Denis R ICHARD 
Universit~ Claude Bernard, Lyon I, 69622 Villeurbanne Codex, France 
Nous montrons dans cot article clue toutes los relations et fonctions r~ttrsives d6finies ur 
l'ensemble d s puissances d'enaers prom/ors (lea entiers primaires) ont {S, .1. }-d6fmissables clans 
~d; ceci mplique n particulier que, lorsqu'on los restreint h l'ensemble d s primaires, larelation 
d'ordre naturelle et l'exponentiation (x, y )~ x y sont {S, _1_ }-d6finissables. 
Introduction 
The study of representability in arithmetic goes back to G6del who showed in 
1931 that the exponential function can be first-order defined in the structure 
(•, +, o, =) where 1~1 denotes the set of non-negative integers; he actually proved 
that inductive definitions-which in fact are not first order definitions but second- 
order definitions-can be translated as first-order formulas of the language 
{+, o, =}. 
A natural problem related to G6del's result is to determine families of 
arithmetical relations and functions from which +, o and = are first-order 
definable; such families will be called synonymous with {+, o, =} (see Defirdtion 
2.1). In her famous paper (see [5]), Robinson showed that {S, l} (where I stands for 
the divisibility relation) is synonymous with {+, o, =}. She asked whether {+, ±}, 
and {S, ±} are synonymous (where ± stands for the relation of coprimeness, i.e. 
{(X, y)6N2 I X and y are relatively prime}). The synonymy of {+,o, =} with {+, ±} 
has been proved independently by Robinson (unpublished), Woods (see [1]) and 
the author (see [3]). The synonymy of {+, o =} and {S, l}  is still open. The interest 
of this last problem has been emphasized by Woods's thesis (see [1, p. 67]) where 
it is demonstrated that the synonymy of {+, o, =} and {S, l } is equivalent to the 
following conjecture: Is there an integer k such that, for all x and y, the equality 
x =y  holds ff and only ff (x + i) and (y + i) have the same prime divisors for 
i=O, 1 ,2 , . . . , k .  
This question is a weakening of conjectures proposed by Erd6s (see [7]). 
Woods also proved in this thesis that {~<, l}  is synonymous with {+,% =}; we 
have shown that {EXP v, S, l } (where EXPp denotes the function x ~-* pX for any 
fixed prime p) is also synonymous with {+,% =}. 
We show in this paper that all recursive relations and functions over the set of 
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powers of primes are {S, ±}-definable in ~1; in particular, this is true for the 
restriction to that set of the order relation and of the exponentiation (x, y )~ xL 
1. Some results from number theory 
Recall the following classical results. 
Theorem 1.1 (Chinese Remainder Theorem). For any integer a l , . . . ,  an and for 
b l , . . . ,  b, pairwise coprime, the system of congruences x--a~ (mod bi) with i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  n has an infinity of solutions in ~. 
Theorem L2 (Dirichlet's Theorem). For a and b coprime there are infinitely many 
primes of the form an + b. 
An easy combination of these theorems leads to: 
Corolhrty 1.3. The system of congruences of Theorem 1.1 has infinitely many 
prime solutions. 
The key-results used in this paper are the following theorems. The first one is 
due to Zsigmondy [6]; it has been rediscovered by Birkhoff and Vandiver [2]. For 
a proof see also the recent book by Shapiro [9] or Carmichael's paper [8]. 
Theorem 1.4 (ZRV-Theorem). If x and y are coprime integers uch that x > y >~ 1, 
then for every n > 0 there is at least a prime divisor of x" - y" dividing none of the 
x"  - y "  for 0 < m < n (such divisors are called primitive divisors of x" - y") except 
in the following cases: 
(i) n = 1, x -y  = 1 (since there is no prime divisor); 
(ii) n=2,  x+y=2 ~ (fortx~>l); 
Ctii) n=6,  x=2 and y=l .  
The analog of the previous theorem dealing with x"+ y" has been proved by 
Carmichael [8, p. 61, Theorems XXI, XXII, XXV]: 
Theorem 1.$. If  x and y are coprime positive integers, x > y >I 1, then for every 
n > 0 there is at least a prime divisor of x"+ y" dividing none of the x m + y"  for 
O<m <n (such divisors are called characteristic factors of x" + y"), except in the 
following case: n = 3, x = 2, y = 1. 
The following result is due to Lucas and Carmichael [8, p. 38, Theorem VII: 
Theorem 1-6 (LC-Th~rem). I f  x and y are relatively prime positive integers then 
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for every positive integers m and n 
gcd x - -y  ' x x -y  
where gcd means greatest common divisor. 
We shall develop some consequences of the previous theorems. 
The set of prime divisors of x will be called the support of x and denoted 
sUPP(X). 
The next corollary merely precises instances of Theorems 1.5 and 1.4 with 
y=l :  
Corollary 1.7. For every integer x >~ 2 and all integers a and/3:  
(i) the equality SUPP(X '~ + 1) = SUPP(X ~ + 1) is equivalent to "a  =/3 or (x = 2 and a 
and/3 are in {1, 3})"; 
(ii) the equality stwP(x ~" - 1) = suPP(X a - 1) is equivalent to "a  =/3 or (x is of the 
form 2 u - 1 with u >I 2 and a and/3 are in {1, 2})". 
Proof. Note that if x ~ + 1 (resp. x ~-  1) has a characteristic pr ime divisor (resp. a 
primitive divisor) then sueP(X ~ + 1) # sueP(X a + 1) (resp. stwP(X ~ - 1) # stwe(x a- 1)) 
for all /3 <a.  This shows that for a#/3  and a>~ 1, /3-- TM 1, any equality 
stwe(x a + 1) = sueP(X a + 1) (resp. suPP(x * - 1) = suPe(x a - 1)) is related to the ex- 
ceptional cases of Theorem 1.5 (resp. 1.4). Part (i) follows from Theorem 1.5 and 
the fact that 2 ° + 1 = 2, 2 t + 1 = 3, 2 2 + 1 = 5 and 23 + 1 = 32. For (ii) we observe that 
if a or/3 is 0 then both are 0 since suPP(X ~-  1) is infinite if and only if n = 0. The 
only exceptional cases coming from Theorem 1.4 to be considered are: x = 2 u - 1 
for u>~l  and a and/3 in {1, 2}; x=2 and (a=6 and/3<6)  or ( /3=6 and a<6) .  
For the first case we note that necessarily u >~ 2 since x >~ 2. For the second case, 
we observe that the integers 21-1  = 1, 22-1  = 3, 23 - 1 = 7, 24-1  = 3- 5, 2 s -  1 = 
31 and 26-1  = 32. 7 have different supports. [ ]  
From LC-Theorem 1.6, we get the following 
Corollm~ 1.8. For every x >I 2 and every integers a and/3, the inclusion SOPP(X a -  
1) c stwe(x o - 1) is equivalent to "a  [ [3 or (x is of the form 2" - 1 with u >I 2 and a 
is in {1, 2})". 
Proof. If a = 0 then the above inclusion is equivalent to fl = 0 which implies a [/3. 
I f /3 = 0 then the inclusion and the relat ion a I/3 are both true for every a. Now 
we treat the case where a/3 ~ 0. 
(1) Obviously a [/3 implies x a -  1 [ xa -  1 whence the inclusion stwe(x ~-  1 )c  
sm'Kx B -  1). Also, if x is of the form 2 u -  1 with u>~2 then x + 1 = 2", hence 
(2} -- SUPP(X + 1) C SUPP(X -- 1) and so suPP(X - 1) = suPP(X 2 -1) .  Since SUPP(X -- 1) is 
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included in every suPP(Xa-1) so is SUPP(X2--1); this proves one part of the 
equivalence. 
(2) Suppose now that suPP(X ~ - 1) c suPP(X a - 1). Observe that suPP(X ~ - 1) = 
strPP[(x ~ - 1)/(x - 1)] to sta, P(x - 1) so that [stn'P[(x ~ - 1)/(x - 1)] to stn, P(X - 1)] is in- 
eluded in [suPP[(X ~ - 1)/(x - 1)] to stn, P(X - 1)] as is A = strPP[(X '~ - 1 ) / (x -  1)]\ 
strPP(x - 1) in B = strPP[(X a - 1)/(x - 1)] \suPP(X-  1). Using LC-Theorem 1.6 we 
have: 
strPP[(X ~-  1 ) / (x -  1)] N st~P[(x ~-  1 ) / (x -  1)] = SUPP[(X ged(~'~)- 1)/(X -- 1)], 
and so 
A NB = (Stn'P[(Xg~d<~'B)--I)/(X -- 1)])\StYPP(X -- 1) = A (since A cB) .  
Consequent ly,  
suPP[(x s~d~'a)- 1)/(x - 1)] tO suPP(X - 1) = A tO suPe(x - 1), 
that is, 
strPl'[x g°d<~B)- 1] =stn,  P[x ~ - 1]. 
F rom Corol lary 1.7 we get gccl(a,/3) = c~ or (x is of the form 2" - 1 with u ~ 2 
and gcd(a,/3) and a are in {1, 2}); this is exactly: a I/3 or (x is of the form 2 ~' - 1 
with u >/2 and a is in {1, 2}). This proves the corollary. []  
We also note the following result about primitive divisors: 
]PrOl~osifion 1.9. Let x I> 2 and a I> 1; a prime integer p is a primitive divisor of 
x ~ - 1 i[ and only if 
p e stn~P(X '~ - 1) ^ '9'/3[(/3 ¢ a ^/3 I a)  ~ p ¢ stn'P(x a - 1)]. 
Proof .  One part of the equivalence is clear. For the converse, observe that p is a 
pr imit ive divisor of x a -  1 if and only a is the order of the coset of x in Z/pz. 
Hence,  if p is not a primitive divisor of x -  1, then the order V of the coset of x in 
Z/pz  is such that V ~ a, ~/[ a and p is in suPP(X ~ - 1). [ ]  
To i l lustrate the above results about prime divisors of x" + 1, we list in Table 1 
the supports of the integers 2" - 1, 2" + 1, 3" - 1, 3" + 1 for n <~ 22. 
2. Pirst defmab~ity results with S and _L 
In this paper  the expressions relation, function and total function over a set A 
of integers mean, respectively, a subset of Ak for some k ~> 1, a function with 
domain  included in Ak and a function with domain Ak. 
Defmi l ion 2.1. Let  ~= (X1 , . . . ,  X~, F I , . . . ,  F ,~ be a family of relations and 
total functions over %] and let L (~)= (R1 , . . . ,  R~, f l , . . . , /=)  be an associated 
family of symbols of relations and functions (so that arities of X~. and F i are those 
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Table 1 
2" -1  3" -1  2"+1 3"+1 / l  
1 2 
2 3 2 
3 7 2 
4 3 .5  2 + 
5 31 2 
6 32. 7 24 
7 127 2 
8 3 .5 -  17 25 
9 7 • 73 25 
10 3-  11 • 31 23 
11 28" 89 2 
12 32. 5 • 7 • 13 2 + 
13 8191 2 
14 3 • 43" 127 23 
15 7-  31 • 151 2 
16 3-  5 • 17- 257 26 
17 131071 2 
18 33. 7" 19" 73 22 
19 524287 2 
20 3- 52. 11- 31-  41 24 
21 72. 127- 337 2 





112 3"  11 
7" 13 5" 13 
1093 3 • 43 
5 " 41 257 
13" 757 33. 19 
112. 61 52. 41 
23 • 3851 3 • 683 
5-7"  13- 73 4097 
797161 3 • 2731 
547.  1093 5 • 29" 113 
112. 13- 4561 32. 11- 331 
5 • 17 .41  • 193 65537 
1871 • 34511 3 • 43691 
13.19 .37 .  757 5- 13- 37 .  109 
1597. 363889 3 • 174763 
52. 112. 61 • 1181 17- 61681 
13- 1093- 368089 32. 43" 5419 








2" 17" 193 
22 7-  703 
2- 52. 1181 
22 67" 661 
2" 41 • 6481 
22 398581 
2" 5" 29" 16493 
22. 7" 31 • 61 • 271 
2" 21523361 
22. 103" 307" 1021 
2" 5 • 73" 530713 
22. 2851 • 10117 
2" 41 • 42521761 
22. 72. 43" 547" 2269 
2" 5" 5501 " 570461 
Italic numbers denote the primitive divisors. Instances of x" - i  for x=2,  x=3,  x~<22 for the 
ZBV-Theorem. Examples of the theorem of Euler-Fermat can be checked on this table. Also evident 
is the property of the (1)-lattice (proved by Carmiehael) and by which fv : tx -+ (p~ - 1)/(p - 1) is an 
(I)-homomorphism. 
of Ri and ~). By a formula of L (~)  we mean a first-order formula all whose 
relational and functional symbols belong to L(~:); in particular the symbol of 
equality is in L(~=) just in case the identity relation lies in ~=. 
(i) A subset X of N k, for some k >I 1, is said to be ~:-definable (or, with an 
abuse of language, L(~r)-definable) in N if there exists a formula q~(xt,. • •, xk) of 
L (~)  such that: 
x={(a l , . . . ,  ak)I ak)}. 
(ii) A function F (resp. a constant c) is ~r-defmable (also said L(~)-defmable) 
if its graph (resp. the relation x = c) is ~:-definable. 
('hi) The family ~: is synonymous with {+, o, =} if every relation and function of 
is {+, o, =}-definable (namely arithmetical) and +, o and = are ~:-deflnable. We 
shall also say in that case that L (~ r) is synonymous with {+, % =}. 
R~aa_rks 2.2. (1) If ~ contains no relation then the language L (~)  contains only 
terms and no formula, so nothing is ~:-definable. 
(2) Every relation X~. belonging to ~ is obviously ~:-definable by the formula 
~(xt , . . . ,  xk) consisting of the associated relational symbol. 
If the identity relation is ~r-defined by a formula q~(x, y) then every function F i 
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of is q-def ined by the formula 
~(x~, . . . ,  x~), y). 
(3) However, if the identity relation is not ~:-definable then there can be a 
function in ~: which is not ~-defmable. For example, it is the case that the 
successor function S is not {~, S}-defmable. 
l~roimsilion 2.3. There exists an ~;-delinable one-to-one total [unction from l~l into 
ff and only i[ the identity relation is ~;-definable. 
lh~mt. If F is an one-to-one function from N into ~d which is ~:-defmed by a 
formula q~(x, y), then the identity relation is ~-defmed by the formula 
3 z(,p(x, z)^~(y, z)). 
Since the graph of the identity function is the identity relation the other part of 
the equivalence is dear. [] 
The following result is classical from logic. 
I ~  2.4. (1) (i) I[ ~d is a set o[ relations and total [unctions over N, all 
~;-delinable, then every ~d-delinable relation or function is also ~;-delinable. 
(ii) There exists a recursive correspondence ~ ~ ~k from the set o[ [ormulas of 
L(~d) into the set of formulas of L (~)  such that the formulas ~ and ~k have the same 
free variables and 
{(a l ,  . . . ,  ak) [ ~ ,  ~)~(aa , . .  • ,  ak)} 
= {(a l ,  • • •,  ak ) [  g~,  ~)~(a l ,  • . . ,  ak)}.  
(2) (i) Let A be an J;-definable subset o[ I~1 and let Y1, . . ., Yk, G1, . . . , Gl be 
relation and total functions over A, all ~;-delinable. Then every relation or function 
over A which is definable by a first-order formula o[ the associated language 
L (Y1 , . . . ,  Yk, G1 , . . . ,  Gz) over the structure (A, Y1 , . . . ,  Yk, G1 , . . . ,  Gl) is ~;- 
definable. 
(ii) There exists a recursive correspondence ¢ ~ ~ from the set o[ [ormulas of 
L (Y1 ,  . . . , Yk, G1, . . . , Gt) into that o[ L(~') such that q~ and ~b have the same flee 
variables and 
{(ax, • • . ,  a.) I (A, Y1 , . . . ,  Yk, Gx , . . . ,  G~) ~ ¢(a l ,  • • . ,  a~)} 
={(a l , . . . ,  a,) [ (N, ~lr) k ~(ax , . . . ,  a~)}. 
Note 2.S. (1) Thanks to Lemma 2.4 (1), we shall freely use, within the language 
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{S, ±}, relational and functional symbols denoting {S, _1_ }-definable relations and 
total functions over N. 
(2) In the sequel we shall {S, ± }-define functions with domain proper subsets of 
N k for k ~> 1. In order to introduce functional symbols we shall extend any such 
function F to a total function/~ le t t ing /~(a l , . . . ,  ak) be 0 whenever (ax,.  •.,  ak) 
is not in the domain of F. 
As we shall prove below, the relation x = 0 is {S, ±}-definable so that /~ is 
{S, &}-definable whenever F is; actually, if the function F and the relation x = 0 
are defined by the {S, ±}-formulas rO(x~,... ,  Xk, Y) and tk(x) then/~ is defined by 
the {S, ±}-formula 
~(x l , . . . ,  xk, y )v [0(y )^V z~¢(x l , . . . ,Xk ,  Z)]. 
(3) A relation X over the set of primes (resp. the set of powers of primes) will 
be denoted by a symbol of the form R'  (resp. R"). If F is a function over the set of 
primes (resp. the set of powers of primes) we shall use a symbol of the form F'  
(resp. F") to denote the extension of F to a total function as indicated in (2). 
The following lemma is a first result about the definability power of {S, ±}. 
The rest of this section is denoted to its proof. 
Recall that the support of an integer x (denoted strPP(X)) is the set of its prime 
divisors. 
Lemma 2.6. The following relations and functions are {S, ±}-definable; besides 
each such relation is indicated the symbol used to denote it: 
(a) the relations x = 0; x = 1; x = 2 ; . . .  ;x = n for every given integer n written 
simply x = n; 
(b) the relation "x is prime" written P(x); 
(c) the relation "p is prime and x is a power of p different from 1" and "x is a power 
of some prime and x is different from 1", written PP(p, x) and PP(x); 
(d) the relation "x and y are powers of (a priori different) primes and are equal" 
written EQ"(x, y); 
(e) the predecessor function x ~-> x - 1 with domain the set of powers of primes. 
We denote PREt¢'(X) the function symbol for the total function 
0 - 1 if x is a power of some prime, 
x ~ if  not; 
(f) the relations "x and y are proper powers of some prime and y = x 2'' written 
scy'(  y); 
(g) the relations "p is prime and x is of the form p~ with a >~ 1"; "x is of the form p2~ 
for some a >I 1 and prime p"; "p/s prime and x is of the form p~+X with a >~ 0", and "x 
is of the form p~+X for some a >~ 0 and prime p", written respectively EPP(p, x), 
EPP(x), OPP(p, x) and OPP(x) where E and 0 stand for non-nuU even and odd 
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respectively); 
(h) the relations "su~(x)  c strPP(y)"; "srrPP(X) = strPP(y)"; "suPv(x) = sta, P(y) t.J 
strPP(Z)"; "s~P(x)  = suPP(y) n suPP(z)"; "strPP(X) = s~r~y)\strPP(Z)"; p ~ stn~(x)"; 
"p ~sta, P(x)nsuPP(y)" and al.; written in the same ways except that the sign -~ 
will be syntactically preferred to = for the equality of sets of integers. 
(i) the relation x ~ 1 and x is a power o[ some prime and q is a primitive divisor of 
X -- 1 written PRIM1TIV(q, X). 
Notation 2.'/. We shall use within {S, 3_} the notations =1 pEsupP(X)q~(p, x .. .);  
V p ~ sta, p(x) ~0 (p, x , . . . ) ;  =! p ~ strPP(X) O striP(y) [~k(P, x, y, . . . ) ]  and al. as abbrevi- 
ations for the formulas =1 pip ~ strPP(X) ^  cO(p, x, . . . ) ] ;  '¢ p[p ~ suPP(X)--> 
~0(p~ X,...)]; 3 p[pESUPP(X) I,.JSUPP(y)A lit(p, X, y, . . . ) ]  and al. 
Proof of l.ammm 2.6. We shall follow a rather sinuous pass leading to the 
successive {S, &}-formulas: x = 1, x = 0, PP(x), x = 2, suPP(X) c suPv(y) and all the 
related boolean combinatorics, EQ"(x, y), x = n for every fixed n, PRED"(X), P(x), 
PP(p, x), p ~ suPP(x) and al., SQ"(x, y), OPP(x), EPP(x), OPP(p, x), EPP(p, x), and 
PRIMITIV(p, X). 
(1) The relation x = 1 is defined by the formula V y(x 3- y). For x =0,  a 
convenient formula is V y(S(x) 3_ y). 
We shall now use the constants 0 and 1 according to Lemma 2.1(ii). 
(2) The relation "x a power of a prime and x # 1" is defined by the following 
formula denoted PP(x): 
VyVz[ (7 (X  3_ y)AT(X 3_ Z))---~7(y 3_ Z)]AX# 1. 
(3) For x = 2, we consider 
PP(x) ^  PP(SS(x)) ^  7 (x 3- SS(0)) 
which is convenient because if x = 2 ~ and x + 2 = pB then p = 2 and so a = 1 and 
/3=2.  
(4) We note that a prime p is in suPP(X) if and only if all powers p~ (a ~ 1) are 
not coprime with x. This leads us to the following {S, 3-}-formulas uPP(X)c 
strPe(y); strPP(X) - strPe(y); strPP(X) ~ s~P(y)  o strPe(z); strPP(X) --- strPp(y) n strPP(z); 
SUPP(X ) ~--- SUPP(y) \ SUPP(Z) ." 
V t[PP(t)-->(-a(t 3_ x)--> -a(t 3_ y))]; 
V t[PP(t)--->(t 3_ x<--> t _1_ y)]; 
V t{PP(t)--->[-a(t 3- x)<-->(-a(t 3_ y)v -a( t  L z))]}; 
V t{PP(t)--->[-a(t . . x)<-->(-a(t _t_ y)^-a( t  ± z))]}; 
V t{PP(t)-->[-a(t 3- x)<-->(-a(t 3- y)^( t  3_ z))]}. 
(5) Recall Coronary 1.7(i): for every prime p, the equality sta, P(p '~+l)= 
strPP(p ~ + 1) is equivalent to: p~= pS or p = 2 and p=, pB are in {21, 23}. 
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This permits us to {S, 3-}-define the relation x and y are powers of the same 
prime and are equal by the formula EQ"(x, y): 
PP(x) A PP(y) A streP(X) ~ streP(y) A stwP(S(x)) A stwP(S(y)) 
^ [suPP(X) -- strPV(2) ~ (x = 2 ~-~ y = 2)]. 
(6) For any integer n, we are  now in the position to define the relation x = n. 
Let p be some fixed prime integer strictly greater than n. We observe that x = n 
if and only if x + (p -  n )=p;  as p is pr ime we can use the formula EQ"  to get the 
following {S, 3-}-definition of the relation x = n: 
EQ"(SV (0), SV-n(x)), 
where Sk(x)  is an abbreviation for SS. .  . S(x) with k times $. 
We shall freely use (using Lemma 2.1) the notations x = n, x# n for ~(x  = n) 
and the constants n, within the {S, _L }-language. 
We shall also use the notations x < n, x ~<n, x > n, x >~n as abbreviations of 
/~  x=0,1 ..... ,,-1 x = i, . . . .  
Remark. It is important to remind that the above formulas have the only free 
variable x. We have not defined the whole equality relation; in fact, in his thesis 
[1] Woods observed that the equality is {S, ±}-definable if and only if {S, Z} is 
synonymous with {+, o, =}. 
(7) The function 
fx -1  if x is a power of some prime, 
x "-~ ~0 if not 
is clearly {S, 3-}-defined by the formula 
[~ PP(x)A y = 0] A ['PP(x) AEQ"(x,  Sy)]. 
This allows us to use the functional symbol picture'(x). 
(8) We observe that if p is pr ime of the form 2 '~ - 1 with u ~> 2, then p + 1 = 2 ~ 
and 
p2 + 1= 22" - 2 "+1 + 2= 2[2"(2 " -1 -1 )+ 1]. 
Since u>~2, the integer 2~(2~-1-1)+1 is odd different f rom 1, so that {2}= 
s~P(p + 1) ~ stwP(p 2 + 1). 
(9) We are now going to {S, 3_ }-define the set X of primes. 
To this effect, let us consider the two following sets: 
A = {p" I the integer p is prime, ct I> 1 and, 
for all/3 >1 1, striP(p" - 1) c suPv(p a - 1)}; 
B = {p~ ~ A [ for all p~ in A,  SUPP(p ~ + 1) c SUPP(p TM + 1)}. 
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Since 1 is the unique integer dividing all integers, Coronary 1.8 shows that 
A = X U {p2 [ the integer p is prime of the form 2" -1  with u >I 2 
(i.e. p is a Mersenne integer)}. 
Moreover, (8) insures that if p is Mersenne then suPP(p2+ 1)• suPP(p + 1), so 
that p2 is not in B, and consequently B = X. 
The set A is clearly {S, &}-definable by the formula ¢(x): 
PP(x) ^  V y[(PP(y) ^  --a(x ± y)) ---> StrPP(PRED"(X)) c StWP(PRED"(y))]. 
While B- -which is the set of primes--is {S, _1_ }-defined by the formula P(x), 
y[(¢(y)^ ± 
(9') From the formula P(x) we get the obvious formula PP(p, x) meaning that p 
is prime and x is a power of p different from 1: 
P(p) ^  PP(x) ^  --1 (p ± x). 
(10) Let p be prime; from Corollary 1.7 we see that the equality suPP(p 2" -  
1) = suPP(p a - 1) is equivalent to: 
/3 = 2a or p is Mersenne and a =/3 = 1. 
This shows that the equality/3 = 2a is equivalent to the condition 
/3-~ 1 and suPP(p 2= - 1) = suvP(p a - 1). 
Observing that suPP(p 2~ - 1) = suPP(p ~ - 1) U stwI'(p ~ + 1) we can {S, ± }-define the 
relation "x and y are powers of some prime and y = x 2'' by the formula SQ"(x, y), 
[x = l^y  = 1]v =1 p{PP(p, x) ^ PP(p, y) 
^ -1 P(y)  ^  SUPP(PRED"(y)) ~ SUPP(PRED"(X)) O SUPP(Sx)}. 
(11) For the {S, ±}-formulas EPP(x), OPP(x), EPP(p, x) and OPP(p, x) defin- 
ing the relations described in 
respectively: 
::i z[PP(z) ^  S(Y'(z, x)]; 
(j) of the lemma, we can obviously consider 
PP(x) ^  --1EPP(x); 
PP(p, x) ^ EPP(x);  PP(p, x) ^  OPP(x). 
(12) Let p be prime and a I> 3. From Proposition 1.9 and Corollary 1.8 we see 
that q is a primitive divisor of p~-1  if and only if 
q ~ suPP(p ~-  1)^ V/3[(/3 # a ^ suPP(p a - 1)= sta'P(p =-  I))---> qgt suPP(p a - 1)]. 
Observing that all prime divisors of p -1  are primitive and that the primitive 
divisors of p2_ 1 are the prime divisors of p2_ 1 which do not divide p - 1, we see 
that the relation "x is a power of some prime and x # 1 and q is a primitive divisor 
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of x" can be {S, &}-defined by the following formula PRIMITIV(q, X): 
:! p{pp(p, x) ^  q ~ SUPP(PRED"(X)) ^  [SQl'(p,~x) ----> q~ SUPP(PRED"(p)) ] 
^ [(-nP(x) ^  -n SQ"(p, x)) ---> IV y[(PP(p, y) ^  --n EQ"(x, y) 
^ suPP(P O"(y))  suPP(PR "(x)))  qCsuPP(PR "(y))]]]L [] 
3. DeWing with $ and _l_ a full arithmetic over the set of powers of some fixed 
prime 
Let p be some fixed prime. We denote pN the set of powers of p, (3p and Qp the 
binary functions defined over p~ by 
p~ (30 pb = pa+b, p~ (Dp pb = p~ ; 
We also denote =p the restriction to pN of the equality relation. It is obvious that 
the structure (pN, (3p, (Dp, =o) is isomorphic to the usual model (N, +, o, =) (note 
that 1 and p are the interpretations of zero and one in the former structure). 
Theorem 3.1. For any fixed prime p, the structure (pN, (3p, Qp, =o) is {S, _l_}- 
definable in N. 
Proof. (1) We recall Robinson's result [5, Theorem 1.2]: the functions + and o are 
{S, [, =}-definable in N. 
We denote SUCp the function pa ~ pa+l with domain ~ and DIVp the binary 
relation over pN such that DIVp(p a, pb) if and only if a [ b. 
Using the isomorphism between (N, +, o, =) and (pN, (3p, Qv, =o) we see that (39 
and (Dp are first-order definable in the structure (pN, SUCo ' DIVp, =o)- By Lemma 
2.4(2) it is sufficient, in order to prove the theorem, to show that the set p~, the 
relations =p, DIV v and the function SUC o are {S, &}-definable in ~. 
(2) The set pN is obviously {S, _1_ }-defined by the formula PP(p, x )v  x = 1, also 
denoted x ~ pN. 
Using Lemma 2.6 (d) the relation =p is {S, &}-defined by the formula x 
pN ^  y ~ pN A EQ"(x, y). 
(3) Using Corollary 1.8, we have DIVp(p a, pb) if and only if 
suPP(p ~ - 1) c suPe(p b- 1) and a = 2 implies b even. 
Using Lemma 2.2 this can be expressed by the following {S, &}-formula: 
x ~ p~ ^  y ~ pN A SUPP(PRED"(X)) C: SUPP(pRI~n"(y)) A (S(~'(p, x) ---> EPP(y)). 
(4) We now {S, &}-define SUCp. Let a~ > 1; since p~+l_p  = p(p~_ 1), we have 
SUPP(p a+l) = {p} t.J SUPP(p a -- 1). 
Consequently, if suPP(p" - p) = {p} U styPP(p a- 1) then ~x >~ 2 and 
SUPl'(p a - l -  1)= suPP(p ~-  1); whence (using Corollary 1.7(ii)) we have a = a + 1 or 
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c~ = 2. Thus, for a ~ 3, the integer p~+l is the unique integer y such that 
y ~ pN and SUPP(y -- p)  = {p} LI SUPP(p a -- 1). 
This leads to the following {S, ±}-formula defining the function SUCo: 
[X = 1 ---> y ----- p]  A [X = p ----> y = p2] A [X = p2 _...> y = p3] 
A Ix E pr~ A y E pr~ A SUPP((PRED") p (y)) ---- SUPP(p) I..I SUPP(PRED"(X))], 
where (VRED") p Stands for the pth iteration of PRED". This concludes the proof of 
the theorem. [] 
Remark 3.2. The above formula uses/9, p2 and p3 as constants; though it is most 
convenient i could be avoided (by extending Lemma 2.6 to get a definition of the 
relation y = x 3 over the set of powers of primes). However (and unfortunately) the 
use of p in (PRED") p can not be a priori uniformized (this will be done in Section 6, 
Remark 6.5); we have to consider it as a term SS • • • SO. In a model-theoretical 
point of view, this means that for a non-standard model M of arithmetic the 
above proof allows an {S, & }-definition of the functions SUCp (with domain p~) 
for the sole standard prime integers p of M. 
Remark 3.3. Though we have an {S, ±}-definition of the model (pN, (~p, C)p, ~"~'p), 
we do not have a priori a definition of the isomorphism x ~ pX between 
(r~, +, o, =) and (pN, ~p, ®p, =p). 
Corollary 3.4. For any fixed prime p, there exists a recursive correspondence 
c O D--->Tranp(CO) between the set of formulas of the language {+,o, =} and the set of 
formulas of the language {S, & } such that, for any integer al, . . . , al, ~d, +, o, =) 
~o(al, . . . , a~) if and only if (pN,~p,(Do, =o) ~ c~(Pa', . . - ,  pa ) if and only if 
(N, S, ± ) ~ (Tranv(q~))(p~,,..., p~). 
ProoL The first equivalence follows from the fact that x ~ pX is an isomorphism 
between q~, +, o, =) and (pN, ~p, Go, =p)- 
The correspondence q~~-~ Tranv(q~), giving the second equivalence is an applica- 
tion of Lemma 2.4(ii). [] 
Corollary 3.5. The theory Th(l~, S, ±) is undecidable, i.e., the set of closed first- 
order formulas of the language {S, ±} is non-recursive. 
ProoL Fix p=2.  Using Corollary 3.4 for closed formulas we see that 
Th(~l, +,o ,=)  is recursively reducible (via the correspondence Tranz) to 
Th(•,S, ±). [] 
Corollm~ 3.6. For any fixed prime p, let EXPp be the function x ~ pX with domain 
N; the language {S, .1_, EXPp} is synonymous with {+, o, =}. 
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Proof. We shall confuse EXPp and the functional symbol denoting it. 
Let q~(x, y, z) ,  tO(x, y, z) and O(x, y) be the {S, ±}-formulas Tranp(x + y = z), 
Tranp(xy=z) and Tranp(x=y) respectively. Corollary 3.4 insures that the 
{S, ±,EXPp}-formulas ~o(EXPp(x), EXPp(y), EXPp(z)), tO(EXPp(x), EXPp(y), 
EXPp(Z)) and O(EXPp(x), EXPp(y)) define respectively +, o and =. 
Finally, the G6del representation of the exponential function in the language 
{+, o, =} shows that EXPp is arithmetical and this concludes the proof. [] 
The next corollary is a step towards Theorem 3.8. 
Corollary 3./. For every prime integer p the function x ~-> pX with domain pN is 
{S, ± }-delinable over l~. 
Proof. Let h be the function x ~--~p~ with domain the whole set I~l. By G6del's 
Representation Theorem h is definable in N by some {+, o, =}-formula q~(x, y), 
(N, +, o, =) ~ ,p(u, v) 
if and only if v = p". 
Using Corollary 3.4, the condition 
~,  S, ± } ~ (Tranp(q~))(p", p~) 
is equivalent to (N, +, o, =)~0(u, v), which means v = p", that is to say p~ = p~P~). 
This shows that the formula x~p~^Tranp(~O)(x,y), which is written in the 
sublanguage {S, ± }, defines the restriction of h to pN. [] 
The following theorem provides a powerful tool for {S, ±}-definability. It
means that any relation or function over pN which is arithmetically definable in N 
is actually {S, ±}-definable. 
Theorem 3.8. Let p be some fixed integer. 
(i) Let R be a subset of N k for some integer k. I f  R is {+, o, =}--delinable in ~ (in 
particular, if R is recursive) then R Iq (pN)k is actually {S, _l_}-delinable. 
(ii) Let X be a subset such that (pN)k C X c N k for some integer k and let f be a 
function from X into l~l such that f((pN)k)c pN. I f  f (whence X)  is {+, o, =}_ 
definable in N (in particular, if X and f are recursive) then f ~ (pN)k is actually 
{S, ±}-definable over 1~1. 
l~roof. We shall denote EXPp(x~ y) the {S, ±}-formula defining the function 
x ~ px with domain pN; thus we have (i~1, S, _1_) F EXPp(Id~ 10) if and only if: u and 
v are in pN and v = p". 
We now prove (i). Let r# be an {+, o, =}-formula defining R in l~l. For any 
integers (al, • . . ,  ak) we have, using Corollary 3.4, (pal , . . . ,  p~) ~ R if and only if 
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~,  +, o, =) ~ q~(a~,.. . ,  ak) if and only if 
(N, S, ±)  ~ (Tranp(q~))(p(P*'),..., p(P°~)). 
Consequently, the relation R Cl (pN)k is {S, ±}-defined in N by the formula 
x l~ pN^ . . .  ^ xu ~ p~^(p  °'k) =lyl" • • =lyk[EXPp(xl, Yl)^ " • " ^ EXPp(xk, Yk) 
/x (Tranp(~))(yx,...,  Yk)]- 
For (ii) it suttices to consider the graph of f which is a subset of N k+x and to 
apply (i). [] 
The next corollary merely explicit instances of the previous theorem. 
Corollary 3.9. For every fixed prime p, the following relations and functions are 
{S, ± }-definable over N: 
(a) x and y are powers of p and x < y; 
(b) x and y are powers of p and z = xy; 
(c) there exist a and [3 such that x = p" and y = pa and z = p~a; 
(d) there exist a and [3 such that x = p" and y = pa and z = p(~"). 
4. Some coding device 
The following result is a device implicit in [5, p. 101] which appears in [1, 
Lemma 2.1(ii)]. 
Lemma 4.1 (Comparison of cardinalities of supports). There is an {S, A_ }-formula 
INJ(x, y) defining the relation "there is an injection from sueP(x) into suPP(y)". 
Proo|. We shall first analyse the case where x and y are odd and coprime. 
(1) Let A be the binary relation "x and y are odd and coprime and there exists 
an injection from suPP(X) into suPe(y)". 
Suppose (x, y) ~ A and let F be an injection from soPP(X) into supP(y). We shall 
associate to F a set of integers 'coding' it. To this purpose, let us consider, for 
every p in supP(x) and q in suPP(y) the system of congruences ~(p, q, x, y): 
z -----1 (mod p), z ~-1  (mod q), 
z ---- 1 (rood r) for all r e (striP(X) I.) sueP(y))\{p, q}. 
By Corollary 1.3, the system ,~(p, q, x, y) has an infinite set X(p, q, x, y) of 
prime solutions. 
Observe that if p and p' are in suPP(x) and q and q' are in SUPP(y) if 
(p, q) ~ (p', q') then X(p, q, x, y) and X(p', q', x, y) are disjoint: this is so because 
for all p in strpe(x) t.JsuPP(y) we have not -1-----1 (mod p) since p~ 2. 
We shall consider integers f 'coding', i.e. such that for every p in suPP(x) and 
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~very q in suPP(y) the set X(p, q, x, y) intersects SUPP0 e) if and only if F (p)= q. 
Such codes obviously exist. 
(2) We are now in a position to introduce a set B which is both {S, _L}- 
definable and equal to A. 
We let B be the set of couples (x, y)~N 2 such that: x and y are odd and 
coprime and there exists an integer f such that (*), where (*) is: for every p in 
sueP(X), there is a unique q in strvP(y) such that the set suvP(f) intersects 
X(p, q, x, y); and also for every q in suvP(y), there is at most one p in strvP(X) such 
that the set strvP(f) intersects X(p, q, x, y). 
The previous analysis hows the inclusion A c B. Conversely, if (x, y)e B then 
every f such (x, y, f) satisfying (*) defines a natural injection from sueP(X) into 
strev(y). This shows A = B. 
At last, let us give an {S, _L }-definition of B. To this effect, note that the relation 
z eX(p,  q, x, y) is {S, ±}-defined by the following formula q~(p, q, x, y, z) which is: 
p ~ s~v(Sz)  ^  q ~ s~e(Sz)  ^ P(z)  
AV r[(r ~ sueP(X) U sueP(y) A ~ EQ"(p, r) A 7EQ"(q, r)) 
r E SUPP(PRED'(Z))]. 
A convenient {S, ± }-formula INJ'(x, y) meaning (x, y)e B is 
2 ~ suvP(X) A 2 ¢ SUVP(y) A X _L y A 3 f[MAP(f, x, y) A OTO(f, x, y)], 
where MAP(f, x, y) is 
V p e SUPP(X)3 q E SUPP(y){=I ar E SUPP(f)[q~(p, q, x, y, "n') 
AV r e SUVe(y)V c~ ~ strvP(f)[~0 (p, r, x, y, o-) --~ EQ"(q, r)]]}, 
and means that one can define a functional correspondence from the set strvP(X) 
into the set sure(y); while OTO---which asserts that the above correspondence 
(coded by [) is one-to-one--is 
V q E SUPP(y)V 19 e SUPP(X)V 19' E SUPP(X) 
{[=1 ~r ~streeff)=l~ ~ stree(D(,(p, q, y, ~r)A ~0(p', q, x, y, ~r'))] 
-o  EO"(p, p')}. 
(3) For the general case where x or y can be even or not coprime, we shall 
replace x and y by odd integers x' and y' simply constructed from x and y, and 
compare x' and y' to another integer z which is odd and coprime to x' and y'. 
A convenient formula INJ(x, y) is the following: 
:1 x'=l y'3 z{[2 ± x ~ x '= x] A [2 ± y ~ y' = y] 
A (2 ~ StrVV(X) ~ :! pip(p) A p ± x A p ~ 2 
A strPv(x') -- (StWV(x) U suvv(p)) \ strvv(2)]) 
A(2~SUVV(y)---~ 3 q[P(q)Aq ± yAq~2 
A SUVV(y') -- (strev(y) U suvv(q) \ strvv(2))]) A X'± Z A y '± Z 
A INJ '(x' ,  z) A INJ '(y' ,  z) A INJ'(z, y')}. [ ]  
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We shall, in a natural way, denote BIJ(x, y) the formula 
INJ(x, y) A INJ(y, x). 
The next result is another coding device which will connect he 'width' of the 
support of an integer (namely its cardinality) and the 'depth' of the exponent ~ 
occurring in an integer of the form p%- 1 where p is prime (namely the number of 
divisors of a). 
Lemma 4.2. There exists an {S, &}-formula DW(p, u, c) defining the ternary 
relation R "p is prime, c ¢: 0 and u is of the form pC" - 1 for some integer tz whose 
number of divisors is the cardinality of the support of c". 
ProoL (1) Let u be of the form p" -1  for some a >I 3. 
Let 
= tA xp,a (13 ,131a suPP(pa 1) )~ {2}. 
For each/3 I> 3 which divides ~t, let Yp.a be the support of pa _ 1, and let Zp,~. a
be the set of prime solutions of the system of congruences 
z ---- 1 (mod r) for all r ~ Yv, 
z--=- 1 (mod s) for all s ~ Xv,~ \ Yp,a- 
By Corollary 1.3, we note that Z0,..a is infinite. 
Also note that if/3 and/3'  are distinct divisors of a both greater than or equal 
to 2, then Yp.a and Yv,~r are different according to Corollary 1.7. Since 2 d Xv, ~ we 
have 1 ~ - 1 (rood r) for all r ~ Xv. ~ so that Zp.~.a and Zp,~a, are disjoint. 
We now define a ternary relation A as follows: A = {(p, u, c)[ c ~ 0, p is prime, 
u = p~ - 1 for some a I> 3 and SUPP(C) c LJl3~3,13[~ Zp, a,13 and for every/3 I> 3 which 
divides a, stn, P(C)fq Zp.~a has exactly one element}. 
The idea behind the definition of A is to get choice [unctions for every family of 
the form {Zv.~. a [/3 >~ 3,/3 [ a}, where p is prime and ~t >~ 3. 
We note that for every prime p and every a ~> 3 there exist integers c such that 
(p, pa - l , c )  is in A. 
(2) We now show that the relation A is {S, &}-definable. 
From Corollary 1.8, it follows that, for a~>3 and /3~3, the inclusion 
stn'P(p a- 1) c suPP(p ~ - 1) is equivalent to/3 [ a. 
This allows us to {S, 2. }-define the ternary relation "p is prime, u is of the form 
p~ - 1 for some t~ >~3 and x belongs to X0,~" by the formula A(p, u, x): 
PP(p, Su) ^  7 P(Su)  ^  -7 SQ"(p, Su) ^  x ~: 2 
A ::I v[PP(p, SV) A --nP(Sv) A ~SOt'(p, Sv) 
A SUPP(D ) C SUPP( U ) A X E SUPP( V ) ]. 
Now, the quaternary relation: "p is prime, u is of the form p~-1  for some 
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w 3, v is of the form pa_  1 for some /3 I> 3 which divides ct, z is prime and 
z - 1 -- 0 (mod r) for all r in strPP(V) and z + 1 -- 0 (mod s) for all s in Xp.~\strPP(V)" 
'which means z e Zp,~.a), can be defined by the {S, &}-formula O(p, u, v, z): 
{P(z) A PP(p, Su) A "-IP(Su) A --1SQ"(p, Su) 
A PP(p, Sv) A --1P(Sv) A --1SQ"(p, Sv) A StWP(V) c strPP(u) 
A V r E SUPP(19)[r E SUPP(PRED(Z))] 
A V s[(A (p, u, S) A S ± V) ~ S ~ StrPl,(Sz)]}. 
At last we get an {S, ±}-definition of A by the formula ChOICE(p, u, c): 
c~ 0 APP(p, SU)A ~P(Su)^ -~ SQ"(p, Su) 
^V r e strPP(c):l v[O(p, u, v, r)] 
VV/){(SUPP(1)) C SUPP(U) A ""! P(Sl)) A "] SQl'(p, S~))) 
A3  s E suPP(C)[0(p, u, v, s) 
^V t e stwP(C)(o(p, u, v, t) ~ E(Y'(s, t))]}. 
(3) We are now in a position to get an {S, &}-definition DW(p, u, c) of the 
relation R (described in the statement of the lemma). 
We observe that (p, p~ - 1, c), for a >~ 3, is in R if and only if there exists d such 
that (p, p~-1 ,  d) is in A and, according to the parity of a, the cardinality of 
strPP(C) is that of stwP(d) plus 1 or 2 (which corresponds to the fact that in A, we 
have omitted the divisor/3 = 1 for all a and also /3 = 2 for even a). 
Consequently, R is the union of the four following sets R, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4: 
R1 = {(p, p - 1, c) [ p is prime and c has exactly one prime divisor}; 
R2 = {(p, p2_ 1, c) [ p is prime and c has exactly two prime divisors}. 
R3 = {(p, u, c) [ p is prime, u is of the form p2~ _ 1 for a >~ 2, 
there exist distinct primes Pl and P2 in stwP(C) 
and integers d and e such that stwP(d)=strPP(C)\{pl, P2}, 
the cardinalities of strPP(d) and strPP(e) are equal, 
and (p, u, e) is in A}. 
R4={(p,u,c) [p is prime, u is of the form p2~+1-1 for a~>l, 
and there exist q in strPP(C) and integers d and e 
such that strPP(d)= stwP(c)\{q}, the cardinalities of 
sLrPP(C) and strPP(d) are equal, and (p, u, e) is in A}. 
These four sets are {S, ±}-defined by the respective formulas q~(p, u, c) for 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4: 
P(p) A EQ"(p, Su) APP(c) 
is q~l; 
P(p) A SQ"(p, Su) A ::1 Px e SUPP(C) ~1 P2 E SUPP(C) 
[-7 E Q"(pl, P2) A SUPP(C )m SUPP(pl) U SUPP(p2)] 
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is q~2; for ~3, we take 
EPP(p, Su) ^  -1SQ"(p, Su) ^  3 d:! e3 pl E SUPP(C)=I p2 E SUPP(C) 
[--a EQ"(px, P2) A suPP(d)------ soPv(c) \ (soPv(px) O soPv(p2)) 
/xBIJ(d, e) ACHOICE(p, U, e)]; 
for ~0 4 consider 
OPP(p, Su) ^  -nP(Su) ^  3 d::i e=l q ~ surP(c) 
[strPe(d) -stwe(c) \ sLrPe(q)BIJ(d, e)/x CrlOICE(p, u, e)]. 
Finally, DW(p, u, c) is W 4 ~=~ 0i(p, u, c). [] 
The above lemma allows us to compare the depths of the exponents a and fl 
occurring in integers of the form p" -1  and q° -1  where p and q are primes. 
Immma 4.3. There exists a {S, ±}-formula LFXSDErTH(p, q, U, V) defining the rela- 
tion: p and q are primes, u is of the form p" - 1 and v is of the form q° _ 1 where 
the number of divisors of ~x is less than or equal to that of f3. 
Proof. A convenient formula is the following: 
:! c:l d[DW(p, u, c)^DW(q,  v, d)^INJ(c,d)]. [] 
5. Defining with $ and ± some restriction of the exponentiation 
When x and y are coprime, we denote Ord(x, y) the order of  x modulo y, 
namely the smallest positive integer tx, s.t. x ~ ---- 1 (mod y). 
When p is prime the multiplicative group 7]/pZ\{0} has order p - l ;  conse- 
quently for all q coprime with p (in particular for all primes different from p) we 
see that Ord(q, p) divides p -  1; the order of q is exactly p -1  just in case (the 
coset of) q is a generator of 7//pz \{0}. 
The following lemma emphasizes the natural correspondence between the 
notion 0f order modulo a prime and that of primitiveness; though trivial from 
definition, nevertheless it will be very useful. 
5.1. Let p, q, r, x, y be integers, p, q and r being prime and x different from 
O. 
(1) the prime p is a primitive divisor of qX_ 1 if and only if x = Ord(q, p); 
(2) if q -- r (rood p) and p is a primitive divisor of both q X - 1 and r y - 1, then 
x=y.  
Tl~eorcm 5.9. There exist {S, ±}-formulas denoted ougsmxr(x, y, z), Maxom~(x, y) 
defining respectively the following function and relation: 
(i) the ~nction (p, q) ~ qO~¢q.p~_ 1 with domain the set of couples of distinct 
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prime integers ; 
(ii) the set 
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A = {(p, q) 1 p and q are distinct primes and Ord(q, p) = p - 1). 
Note. From (i) and (ii) it is clear that the function (x, y) I+ y”-’ with domain A is 
also {S, I }-definable. 
Proof. (1) Let X be the set X = {(p, q, u) 1 p and q are (distinct) primes and u is of 
the form q” - 1 for some cw > 0 and p is in SUPP(U)}. 
The set X is obviously {S, I}-defined by the formula +(p, q, u), 
PP(q, Su) A p E SuPP( u). 
(2) Let p and q be distinct prime integers. We observe that p divides q” - 1 if 
and only if Ord(q, p) divides CL Using Corollary 1.8. we can characterize 
Ord(q, p), when strictly greater than 2, by the condition “s~PP(~~~~~~)-- 1) is 
included in STJPP(~~ - 1) for all (Y such that p is in SUPP(~~ - 1)“. 
As the functions p I+ p - 1 and p H p2- 1 with domain the set of powers of 
primes are {S, I}-definable (see Lemma 2.2) we are led to the following {S, I}- 
formula QUASIE)(P(~, q, z) defining the function (p, q) I+ q(>rd(p9q)- 1 with do- 
main the set of ordered pairs of distinct primes: 
PP(q, Sz) A p E Sum'(z) /\{p E SUPP(PRED"(q)) + EQ”(q, Sz)} 
A{PE supP(PRmyscy'(q))\ supp@RED"(q)))+ EQ”(SQ”(q), Sz)} 
AVU(((PP(q, SU) APESUPP(U))+s~(Z)= WE'(U)& 
This proves (i). 
(3) We observe that for every prime p there exists some prime q such that 
Ord(q, p) = p - 1 (this is an instance of Dirichlet’s Theorem). Since Ord(r, p) 
always divides p- 1 for all prime r different from p, we see that p- 1 can be 
characterized as that integer, among the set of integers {Ord(q, p) E q is a prime 
distinct from p}, which has the greatest number of divisors. Using Lemma 4.3, this 
leads to the following {S, I}-formula MAXORD(p, q) defining the set A of (ii): 
p(P) A p(q) A lEQ”(p, 4) A 3 u{QU*-(P, 4, u) 
Atl rtl'U[QUASIE)(P(p, r,~)--,LESSDEPTH(T,q,U, U)l); 
this shows (ii). q 
6. Ail arithmetid frmctions and relations over the set of powers of primes are 
{S, G-aefinabre 
We shah fhst define x I+ 5” with domain the set of primes; the choice of 5 
instead of 2 or 3 allows us to avoid the exceptional cases in ZBV-Theorem, since 
5isnotoftheform2”-1. 
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Theorem 6.1. The function x ~ 5 x with domain the set of primes is {S, ±}- 
definable. 
ProoL We shall proceed in several steps dealing with the two cases 
(a) the integer x is prime, different from 5, and x is the unique primitive divisor 
of 5 °rd(5"x)- 1; 
(b) the integer x is prime, different from 5, and there are at least two primitive 
divisors of 50rd(5"x)- 1.
(1) We now treat (a). We note that the set X={5"` I the integer 5"`-1 has 
exactly one primitive divisor} and the function with domain X defined by 
F(5") = 5 ~ where q is the unique primitive divisor of 5" -1 ,  are both recursive. 
Since X and F deal with integers in 5 N, Theorem 3.7 insures that X and F are 
both {S, &}-definable, by formulas denoted q~(x) and ~(x, y). 
Let I = {x [ x is prime, x ~ 5 and x is the unique primitive divisor of 5 °~dts'x)- 1}. 
Using Theorem 5.1 we see that the map G : x ~-~ 5 °~d~5,~) with domain the set of 
primes different from 5 is {S,±}-definable by the formula x~5^ 
QUASmXP(x, 5, PRED"(Z)). Observe that I = G-I(X) (the inverse image of X under 
the preceding map G) so that I is {S, ±}-definable by the formula O(x): 
x ¢ 5 ^  3 (z) ^  ou.smxP(x, 5, PRED"(Z))]. 
We finally note that the function H:  x ~ 5 x with domain I is the restriction to I 
of FoG, since for x in I the integer x is the unique primitive divisor of 
5 °~dt5,*)- 1. Hence the function H is {S, ±}-definable by the formula A(x, y): 
O(x) ^  3 z{[x¢ 5 ^  OUASmXP(x, 5, PRED"(Z))] ^  ¢(Z, y)}. 
This concludes the treatment of (a). 
(2) We now begin the study of (b). 
Let p be a prime different from 5 we denote d = Ord(5, p) for convenience. We 
define the sets Co and D v as follows: Co = {5 ~ [the exponent a satisfies d Ict and 
a < 5a}, D v = {q I q ~ P and there exists x in Co such that q is a primitive divisor of 
x - 1}. 
We observe that 5 p-1 belongs to Co. This is so because d divides p -1  and 
(since d = Ord(5, p)) the integer p is in strPP(5 a -  1) so that p <~ 5 a -  1. For every 
integer g such that Ord(g, p) = p - 1 we consider the set ~,(p, g) defined as follows: 
~,(p,g)={z]z  is prime, z~>7, and z~g (modp) and, for all q in 
Dp, z --:- 5 (mod q)}. 
Corollary 1.3 insures that Z(p, g) is i~finite; so that the set 
= U g) 
g eN,Ord(g,p)=p--1 
is also infinite. 
For t in ,~v, we define the set Ev,,: 
E,., = {t ~ I the exponent a satisfies d I a and a < 5d}. 
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The following fact will be the key to prove the {S, &}-definability of the relation "x 
is in Ev,,". 
Let Yp,, be the set 
Yp,,={t" [the set PRIMIT/V(t '~ - -  1) intersects Dp}, 
Fact 1. Suppose 5 2 -1  has at least two primitive divisors, then Eo, , = Yo,,. 
Proof o |  Fact L Let t = be in Eo, ,; we show that e~aTrv(t  ~-  1) intersects Dp in 
order to prove Ep., c Yp,,. 
If a = d, the hypothesis about p insures that there exists a primitive divisor q of 
5 a - 1 which is in Dp. By definition of ~p we have t --  5 (mod q) so that Ord(t, q) = 
Ord(5, q) and q is also a primitive divisor of t ~ - 1 (use Lemma 5.1). 
If a ¢= d, let r be a primitive divisor of 5 ~-  1. Since p is a primitive divisor of 
5 2 -1 ,  we necessarily have r# p, so that r is in Dp. By definition of 2~p, we have 
t -  5 (rood r) hence Ord(t, r) = Ord(5, r) and r is also a primitive divisor of t ~ - 1. 
This shows the inclusion F_~., c Yp,,. 
Conversely, let t ~ be in Yp.,. Since eR~naxv(t ~- 1) intersects Dp, there exist /3 
and q such that "d  [/3 and/3 <5 2 and q~ p and q is a primitive divisor of 5 ~ - 1". 
By the definition of 27p we have t- -  5 (mod q) so that Ord(5, q) = Ord(t, q) and q is 
also a primitive divisor of t ° - 1; consequently a =/3 by Lemma 5.1(2). Hence, t ~ 
is Eo,,. This shows Yp,,CEp,t, and concludes the proof of Fact 1. 
The next fact is the useful characterization of 5 p-~ (with respect to {S, A_}- 
definability). 
Fact 2. Suppose 5 a -  1 has at least two primitive divisors. The integer 5 p-x is then 
the unique element of Co whose predecessor has a common primitive divisor 
different from p with t v -~-  1. 
Proof of Fact 2. First we note that 5 p - l -  1 always has a primitive divisor different 
from p: 
if p -  1 = d, this is the very hypothesis; 
if p -  1 ~ d, it suffices to note that p being a primitive divisor of 5 d -  1, cannot 
be a primitive divisor of 5P-t; also the choice of the basis 5 avoids all the 
exceptional cases of ZBV-Theorem so that there is at least a primitive divisor of 
5 p - l -  1. 
Let q be a primitive divisor of 5 p -~-  1 different from p. 
By the definition of 2~p, we have t-----5 (rood q) so that Ord(5, q )= Ord(t, q) and 
q is also a primitive divisor of t p - l -  1. In thi.~ way we see that 5 p -~-  1 has a 
common primitive divisor different from p with t v -~-  1. 
Conversely, if 5" is in Ca, and 5 ~ - 1 has a common primitive divisor q different 
from p with tP - l -1  then q is in Dp and (by the definition of 2~p) we have 
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t - -  5 (mod q) so that q is also a primitive divisor of t ~ - 1, which implies a = p - 1. 
This concludes the proof of Fact 2. 
(3) We are now in a position to {S, _l_}-define the different relations R1, R2, Ra 
and R4 occurring in the above analysis: 
R1 = {(p, u) [ the integer p is prime, p~ 5, and u is in Cr}; 
R2={(p, q)]the integers p and q are prime, p~5,  and q is in Dr}; 
R3={(p,z) l the integers p and z are prime, p~5 and z is in ,Xp}; 
R4 = {p, t, u) [ the integer p is prime, p ~ 5 and 5 °~d(5"r~- 1 has at 
least two primitive divisors and (p, t) is in R 3 and u 
is in Ev,,}. 
For Rx we observe that (using Corollary 1.8.) 
Rl={(p, u) ] the integer p is prime, pC5;  u is a power of 5; 
strPP(5 °~d(5"r)- 1) c strPP(U - 1) and u < (5 (5°~`~'~')- 1) + 1}. 
From this and Theorem 5.2, a convenient {S, &}-formula q~(p, u) defining R1 
follows: 
P(p) ^  p ¢ 5 A PP(5, u) A :1 V[QUASmXP(p, 5 V) A SUPP(V) ~ strPPiPRED"(U)) 
u, v)], 
defining the natural order restricted to 5 ~ (see Corollary 3.9). 
For R2 we observe that 
R2={(p, q) [ there exists x such that (p, x) is in R1 and q~ p is a 
primitive divisor of x - 1}. 
Hence a convenient {S, _L }-formula ~2(P, q) defining R2 is 
3 x[q~l(p, x) ^  ~EQ'(p,  q) A q ~ PRIM1TIV(PRED"(X))]. 
We now consider R3. 
Let p be a prime. We observe that for every integer g such that Ord(g, p )= 
p - 1 there exists a prime g' such that g ------ g' (mod p) (straightforward consequence 
of Dirichlet's Theorem since g has to be relatively prime with p) and so 
2~(p, g)= 2~(p, g'). Consequently, 
= U g) 
g pl-hne, Ord(g,p)=p--1 
and so Zp={z lz  is prime, z i>7, Ord(z ,p )=p-1  and for all q in D r , z - -  
5 (mod q)}. 
We recall (Theorem 5.2(2)) that the relation "p and g are prime and Ord(g, p) = 
p - 1" is {S, _L }-defined by a formula MAXOI~(p, g). 
This leads to the following {S, .L }-formula q~3(P, z) defining R3: 
P(p) A p ~ 5 A P(z) A (Z ~ 7) A MAXORO(p, Z) 
^ [Vq 2(p, q e 
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Finally using Fact 1, we note that 
R4 = {(p, t, u) I P ~: 5 and p is prime and 5 °~(s'p)- 1 has at least two 
primitive divisors and (p, t) is in R3 and the set 
PRmCrrv(u- 1) intersects Dp}. 
This leads, using Theorem 5.2(1), to the following {S, &}-definition c04(p, t, u) of 
R4: 
P(p) ^  p ~ 5A3 V{OUASmXP(p, 5, V) ^  :! q(q ± p) ^  q e PRmffrIv(v)} 
^ c03(P, t) ^  PP(t, u) ^  :1 r{r e PRIMrrrv(PRED"(U)) ^c02(p, r)}. 
(4) We now come to the {S, _L}-defmition of the function K ' :x  ~-* 5 x-1 with 
domain the set J = {x I the integer x is prime, x~ 5, and 5 °rd(s'x)- 1 has at least 
two primitive divisors}. 
We note that for p in J and t in 2~p we have Ord( t ,p )=p-1 ,  so that 
t p - l -  1 = t °~(~'p)- !. Using Theorem 5.2(1) and Fact 2 we see that x is in J and 
y = K'(x) if and only if "x is in J and y is in C~ and for some t in ~ there is a 
common primitive divisor different from x for y - 1 and t °rd(~) - 1". 
This leads to the following {S, 3-}-formula M'(x, y) defining K': 
{P(x)Ax~ 5A::I 19::! q[OUASIEXP(X, 5, V)A(q 3_ X)Aq E PR/MITIV(V)]} 
y)^3 t{¢3(x, t)A-_-! r3 W[OVASmXP(X, t, w)^(r ± p) 
A r E PRIMITIV(W) A/" E PRIMITIV(PRED" (y))]}. 
(5) F rom Corollary 3.9. there exists a {S, ±}-formula ~(x, y) defining the 
multiplication by 5 over 5 ~. This allows us to get a {S, _L}-forrnula M(x, y) defining 
the function K:x ~ 5 ~ with domain the set jr, 
:I z(M'(x, z )^ d/(z, y)). 
(6) We are now in a position to {S, ±}-define the function L :x  ~ 5 ~ with 
domain the set of primes. 
We observe that IU JU{5} is the set of primes, so that a {S, ±}-formula 
EXI~(x, y) defining L follows (using the formulas A from (1), and M from (5), 
(x=5^y =3125)vA(x,  y )vM(x ,  y). [] 
Note. According to Lemma 2.1, we shall also use the functional symbol EX~ in 
the sublanguage {S, 3_} to denote the function 
{ 51x if x is prime, x ~-* if not. 
We extend Theorem 6.1 from primes to powers of primes. 
Theorem 6.2. The function x ~-~ 5 "~ with domain the set o[ powers of primes is 
{S, &}-definable by a formula. 
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Proo|.  Let p be prime. Corollary 1.7(ii) insures that each element of the family 
{p~- l [a  >1 2} is characterized by its support. Using the isomorphism between 
(~1, +, o, =) and (5 N, ~5, Gs, =s) we see that each element 5 ~v*-~) of the family 
{5¢P~-~)[/3 I>2} is characterized inside the (5N,~s,(3)5, =) by its 'support' (in the 
sense of that model) which is precisely the image by x ~-~ 5 x of supP(p ~-  1). 
(1) First we {S, ±}-define the relation "p is prime and v is of the form 5 ~p*) with 
a I> 2". Using Corollary 1.8. (and the fact that an integer is of the form p° with 
/3/> 1 if and only if all its proper divisors are dividable by p) we see that the above 
relation is the same as: "p is prime and v is a power of 5, different from 5 and 5 p, 
and for every integer z in 5 TM, if suTP(Z-1):SUPP(V--1) then suPP(5 p -1 ) :  
SUln,(z - 1)". 
This last relation is clearly {S, ±}-definable by the formula O,(p, v), 
P(p) ^ PP(5,  v) ^  v # 5 ^  ~EO"(v,  EX~(p) )  ^ V  z{PP(5, z) 
--'> [SUPP(PRED"(Z)) : SUPP(PR~D'(I))) 
SUPP(PREDt'(EX~(p))) : SUPP(PRED'(Z))]}. 
(2) Since the function x ~ x/5 with domain 5N\{5 °} is recursive and deals with 
integers in 5 N, Theorem 3.7 insures that it is {S, ± }-definable by a formula X(x, y). 
This leads to the following {S, ± }-definition Oz(p, v) of the relation p is prime 
and v is of the form 5 ~p~-I) with/3 I> 2: 
3 w(01(p, w)^X(w, v)). 
(3) Let O(z, v) be a formula in-the language {+, o, =} meaning z ~ stn, P (v -  1). 
Recall Corollary 3.4: there is a {S, _1_ }-formula Trans(0)(z, v) such that, for all 
integers a and b 
(5% ~5, ®s, =s) g 0(5 ~, 5 b) 
if and only if 
(~1, S, _1_ ) ~ Trans(q0(5 ~, 5b). 
Thus, we can express that the 'support' (in the sense of the model 
( 5N, ~5, (3)5, =5)) of v - 1 is the image by x ~-~ 5 x of suPP(U - 1) by the following 
{S, ±}-formula 03(u, v): 
V z{Trans(q0(z, v) ~ =1 q ~ strPP(Vl~n"(u))[EXlW~(q, z)]}. 
(4) We are now in a position to {S, ±}-define the function x ~-~ 5 x-x with 
domain the set {p~ [ p is prime and/3 ~ 2} by the folmula 03(x, y), 
3 p[PP(p, x) ^  ~P(x)  ^  o2(p, y) ^  O3(x, y)]. 
(5) Observe that the {S, ±}formula  )t(y,x) (from (2)) defines the function 
x ~-* 5x with domain 5 TM. Consequently, the function x ~-~ 5 x with domain the set 
of powers of primes is {S, ±}-defined by the formula EXP,(x, y) which is a 
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disjunction of four formulas dealing with the cases x = O, x = 1, x is prime, x is of 
the form p" for some prime p and some a ~> 2, 
[(x = 0)/x(y = 1)]v[(x = 1)^(y = 5)] 
v[P(x)/xEXP'j(x, y) ]v[3  z(Oa(x, z)/xA(y, z))]. [ ]  
The following corollary of the preceding theorem generalizes Theorem 3.8: it 
means that every relation or function over the set of powers of primes which is 
arithmetically definable in N is actually {S, ± }-definable in ~1. 
Theorem 6.3. Let X be the set of powers of primes. 
(i) Let R be a subset of N k for some integer k. I f  R is {+, o, =}-definable in ~1 (in 
particular, if R is recursive) then R D X k is actually {S, &}-definable. 
(ii) Let Y be a subset such that X k c yc l~l  ~: for some integer k and let f be a 
function from Y into l~l such that f (Xk)cX .  I f  f (whence Y)  is {+, o, =}-definable 
in I~1 (in particular, if Y and f are recursive) then f t x~ is actually {S, l }-deIinable 
over N. 
Proof. (i) If R, included in X k, is {+, o, =}-definable in t~ so is 
5 ~ ={(SXl,..., 5~)I (x l , . . . ,  x~) is in R}. 
Theorem 3.8 insures that 5 a is actually {S, &}-definable. 
Since the map x ~-> 5 x with domain X is {S, &}-definable (Theorem 6.2) so is 
the map x ~-*logs(x) with domain 5x; hence 
R = {0ogs(y0,..., logs(yk))[ (yl , . . . ,  Yk) is in 5 R} 
is also {S, 1 }-definable. 
For (ii) it suffices to consider the graph of f and to apply (i). [] 
The next corollary merely explicits instances of the previous theorem. 
Corollary 6.4. The following relations and functions are {S, _l_}-delinable over N: 
(a) the order relation restricted to the set X of powers of primes; 
(b) the exponentiation function (x, y)~ x ~ with domain X 2. 
Remark 6.5. As announced in Remark 3.2, Theorem 6.3 allows us the get a 
uniform {S, _1_ }-definition of the structure (pN, ~)p, Qp, =p) for all primes p, namely 
{S, _l_ }-formulas DOM(p, x), PLUS(p, x, y, z), TtMES(p, X, y, Z) and EQ'(x, y) such 
that for every prime p, pN = {x ~ N [ (N, S, _1_) ~ DOM(p, x)}; p~ ~p pY = pZ if and 
only if ~l,S,_ l_)~pLos(p,x,y,z) ;  pXQpp~=pZ if and only if (N,S,_I_)~ 
TtMES(p, X, y, Z); (EQ'(x, y) was already available from Lemma 2.2). 
From a model-theoretic point of view this means that in any non-standard 
model M of Th(N) (in the full language) we can define over M in the sublanguage 
{S, _1_ } the (isomorphic to M)  inner model pM for every element p of M which is 
prime in the sense of M (and possibly non-standard). 
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Theorem 6.3 admits an easy generalization from the set X of powers of primes 
to the sets X,  with n in ~1, 
X~ ={x - i I x is in X, i is in [0, +n] and i ~<x}. 
Corollm, y 6.6. Every relation or function over X,  (with n in N) which is arithmeti- 
cally definable in N is actually {S, ±}-definable in N. 
Proof. (1) For every integer k > 0, and every function s : (1 , . . . ,  k}---> {0 , . . . ,  n}, 
let T~ be the function with domain D~ c X k (where X is as before the set of 
powers of primes) and values in (X,) k, D~=I-L-=I ..... kx \{o , . . . , s ( i ) - l} ,  and 
T~(xa,..., Xk)= (Xl - -S(1) , . . . ,  Xk-s(k)). The domain D~ and the function Ts are 
{S, ±}-definable by the formulas q~(x l , . . . ,  xk) and 0~(x l , . . . ,  xk, Y l , . . . ,  Yk) 
which are respectively 
A~ [PP(xi)AX~ >s(i)];  
i=  1 .....  k 
~0(Xl,-..,Xk)A /~  EQ"(SS(i)(yi),x~). 
i=1  .. . . .  k 
(2) We now note that for every {S, ±}-definable subset R of X k the set T~(R) 
which is included in (X,) k is also {S, ±}-definable. In fact, if R is defined by the 
{S, ±}-formula O(x~,..., xk) then T~(R) is defined by the following {S, ±}- 
formula 0~(y l , . . . ,  Yk), 
:~ X l  " • • 3 xk [O(x l ,  . . . , XpA O~(X l ,  . . . , xk, Yl,- • . ,  YD]- 
(3) Suppose now that A is a subset of (X~ k arithmetically definable in N. Since 
(X,) k = U T~(D~), 
s :{1 .....  k}---*{0 .. . . .  n}  
we have 
A= U [A n T~(D,)] = U T,[TZI(A)nD,]. 
s :{1  .. . . .  k}---~{0 .. . . .  n}  s :{1 .....  k} - - -~0 .. . . .  n}  
Since A is arithmetically definable so is T-~I(A)ODs. Using Theorem 6.3, and the 
fact that Ds is included is Xk, we see that T~-~ I (A )ADs  is (S, ±)-definable; using 
(2), T~[T-~I(A)AD~] is also {S, ±}-definable, whence A is itself {S, ±}-definable 
as a finite union of such sets. [] 
Remark 6. / .  The reason why we have defined the set X.  as we did and not as 
Y,~={x+ilx is in X, i is in [-n, n] and i>~-x} is that we can express the 
membership to X.  within the language {S, & } as 
W ::! u[PP(u)AE(~'(S'(x), u)]. 
i =0 . . . . .  n 
We do not know how to do the same for the set Y.. 
Of course, within the language (S, l ,  EQ(Y.)) where EQ(Y.) denotes the 
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equality relation restricted to (y.)2, the membership to Y. is {S, Z, EQ(Y.)}- 
definable. Consequently, every relation or function over Y. which is arithmetically 
definable in N is actually {S, _1_, EQ(Y.)}-defmable. 
We also observe that in the language {S, PRED, ± } where Prt~a) denotes the usual 
predecessor function, Y. is also definable so that every arithmetically definable 
relations and functions over Y. are actuaUy {S, PRF.r), ±}-definable. 
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